NON-FICTION

317.3 WORL v.2021
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD- GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

324.973 JARR
Jarrett, Gregg
The Russia hoax : the illicit scheme to clear Hillary Clinton and frame Donald Trump
HALLSTEAD- GREAT BEND

q 364.1 MOBS
Mobsters and gangsters : organized crime in America, from Al Capone to Tony Soprano
MONTROSE

616.86 EXPE
Experience, strength and hope : stories from the first three editions of Alcoholics Anonymous
MONTROSE

623.7 CLAS
Classic military aircraft : the world's fighting aircraft, 1914-1945
MONTROSE

q 629.133 OCAO
O Caoimh, Fia.
The aviation book : a survey of the world's aircraft
MONTROSE

629.133 WRIG
Wright to fly : celebrating 100 years of powered flight
MONTROSE

650.14 DECA
DeCarlo, Laura
Resumes
MONTROSE

q 650.142 ENEL
Enelow, Wendy S.
Modernize your resume : get noticed-- get hired
MONTROSE

650.142 YATE
Yate, Martin John.
Knock 'em dead resumes : a killer resume gets more job interviews!
MONTROSE

q 702.81 STOU
Stout, Roxanne Evans
Storytelling with collage : techniques for layering color & texture
*MONTROSE*

q 704.9 SHIP
Shipton, Alyn
The art of jazz : a visual history
*MONTROSE*

q 709.04 MUSE
Museum of Modern Art MoMA now : highlights from the Museum of Modern Art
*MONTROSE*

745.5 CHAP
Chapman, Debbie
Low-mess crafts for kids : 72 projects to create your own magical worlds
*MONTROSE*

759 GREA
Great paintings : the world's masterpieces explored and explained
*MONTROSE*

q 770.9 SZAR
Szarkowski, John.
Looking at photographs : 100 pictures from the collection of the Museum of Modern Art
*MONTROSE*

779 BOUR
Bourke-White, Margaret 1904-1971
Margaret Bourke-White : moments in history
*FOREST CITY*

q 796.54 GOOD v.2021
Good Sam guide series.
*MONTROSE*

92-O OBAM Oba
Obama, Barack
A promised land
*FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA*

92-S SINI Sin
Sinise, Gary
Grateful American : a journey from self to service
*HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND*

92-T TREB Tre
Trebek, Alex
The answer is-- : reflections on my life
*FOREST CITY*

973.933 PIRR
Pirro, Jeanine
Liars, leakers, and liberals : the case against the anti-Trump conspiracy

FICTION

F ATHE
Atherton, Nancy.
Aunt Dimity digs in
FOREST CITY

F ATHE
Atherton, Nancy.
Aunt Dimity's good deed
FOREST CITY

F BARE
Barelli, Natalie
The housekeeper
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F BEUK
Beukes, Lauren
Afterland
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F CORN
Cornwell, Bernard
War Lord : a novel
MONTROSE

F HAIG
Haig, Matt
The midnight library
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F HALL
Hall, Rachel Howzell
And now she's gone
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F HUNT
Hunter, Denise
Autumn skies : a Bluebell Inn romance
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F JEWE
Jewell, Lisa
Invisible girl : a novel
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F JOHN
Johnson, Craig
An obvious fact
Montrose

F John
Johnson, Craig
Next to last stand
Hallstead-Great Bend

F Kell
Kelley, Pamela M.
The restaurant
Hallstead-Great Bend

F Khoury
Khoury, Raymond.
The templar salvation
Montrose

F Kim
Kim, Nancy Jooyoun
The last story of Mina Lee
Hallstead-Great Bend

F Kline
Kline, Christina Baker
The exiles : a novel
Hallstead-Great Bend

F Lemmie
Lemmie, Asha
Fifty words for rain : a novel
Hallstead-Great Bend

F McCall Smith
McCall Smith, Alexander
How to raise an elephant
Forest City ~ Hallstead-Great Bend ~ Montrose ~ Susquehanna

F Patterson
Patterson, James
Deadly Cross
Forest City ~ Hallstead-Great Bend ~ Montrose ~ Susquehanna

F Patterson
Patterson, James
NYPD Red 6
Forest City ~ Hallstead-Great Bend ~ Montrose ~ Susquehanna

F Roberts
Roberts, Nora
The awakening
Forest City ~ Hallstead-Great Bend ~ Montrose ~ Susquehanna

F Saun
Saunders, Kate
Laetitia Rodd and the case of the wandering scholar
MONTROSE

F SMIL
Smiley, Jane
Perestroika in Paris
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F THAY
Thayne, RaeAnne
Christmas at Holiday House
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F UNGE
Unger, Lisa
Confessions on the 7:45
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F WILD
Wilde, Lori
The moonglow sisters : a novel
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F WING
Wingate, Lisa
The book of lost friends : a novel
HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

REFERENCE
q REF 384 HEAD 2021
Headquarters USA.
MONTROSE

LARGE PRINT NON-FICTION

LP 92-B BURN Bur
Burnett, Carol.
In such good company : eleven years of laughter, mayhem, and fun in the sandbox
MONTROSE

LP 92-S SCHW Alb
Albom, Mitch
Tuesdays with Morrie : [an old man, a young man, and life's greatest lesson]
MONTROSE

LARGE PRINT FICTION

F LP BACK
Backman, Fredrik
Anxious people : a novel
MONTROSE
Baldacci, David
Walk the wire

Clark, Mary Higgins.
The lost years

Cogburn, Brett
Red ruckus

Cornwell, Patricia Daniels.
Trace

Flagg, Fannie
The wonder boy of Whistle Stop: a novel

Hunt, Greg
Backtrail

Jewell, Lisa
The family upstairs

Johnstone, William W.
Killer take all

Johnstone, William W.
North of Laramie: a Buck Trammel western

Kingsbury, Karen
Someone like you

Lewis, Beverly
The stone wall

MONTROSE

F LP MACO
Macomber, Debbie
Jingle all the way : a novel

HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND

F LP MALL
Mallery, Susan
The friendship list

MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F LP MART
Martin, L.J.
Blood mountain

MONTROSE

F LP MART
Martin, Lee
Fast ride to Boot Hill : the legend of Ben Hawks

MONTROSE

F LP PATT
Patterson, James
Hush

SUSQUEHANNA

F LP PERR
Perry, Anne
The sheen on the silk

MONTROSE

F LP PERR
Perry, Marta
A Christmas home

MONTROSE

F LP PHIL
Phillips, Susan Elizabeth
Dance away with me : a novel

MONTROSE

F LP RIPL
Ripley, E. L.
Ralph Compton. a Ralph Compton novel The wolves of seven pines

MONTROSE

F LP SPEN
Spencer, Katherine
One bright Christmas

MONTROSE
CHILDREN’S NEW ADDITIONS

NON-FICTION FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

jE 296.43 GROS
Gross, Judith
Celebrate! : a book of Jewish holidays
MONTROSE

jE 577.34 BROW
Brown, Carron
Secrets of the Rainforest
MONTROSE

jE 577.69 MILB
Milbourne, Anna.
On the seashore
MONTROSE

jE 595.78 MILB
Milbourne, Anna.
The butterfly
MONTROSE

PICTURE BOOKS

q JE CONW
Conway, David
--we love you
MONTROSE

JE COTT
Cotterill, Samantha
This beach is loud!
MONTROSE

JE HIGG
Higgins, Ryan T.
We will rock our classmates

Susquehanna

JE HOLU
Holub, Joan.
Light the candles : a Hanukkah lift-the-flap book

Montrose

JE MART
Martin, Bill
Baby Bear, Baby Bear, what do you see?

Montrose

JE MEIS
Meisel, Paul
See me play

Forest city ~ Hallstead-great bend ~ Montrose ~ Susquehanna

q JE pars
Parsley, Elise
If you ever want to bring a circus to the library, don't!

Susquehanna

q JE SAGE
Sager Weinstein, Jacob
Lyric McKerrigan, secret librarian

Susquehanna

JE SHOS
Shoshan, Beth.
If you can-- we can!

Montrose

q JE WRIG
Wright, Maureen
Share, big bear, share!

Montrose

q JE WRIG
Wright, Maureen
Sleep, Big Bear, sleep!

Montrose

q JE WRIG
Wright, Maureen
Sneeze, Big Bear, sneeze!

Montrose

Non-fiction for children

j 641.8654 AMER
American Girl holiday baking

Susquehanna
FICTION FOR CHILDREN

J ADLE
Adler, David A.
Onion sundaes
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate
Fala
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate
Fido
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate
Rolf
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate
Sparky
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate
Sunny
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate
Susan
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate.
Tiny Tim
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate.
Barry
MONTROSE

J KLIM
Klimo, Kate.
Buddy
MONTROSE
JY FLAN
Flanagan, John
The invaders
MONTROSE

JY LU
Lu, Marie
Legend
MONTROSE

JY NESS
Ness, Patrick
More than this
MONTROSE

JY ZEE
Zee, Ginger
Chasing Helicity
MONTROSE

AUDIO-VISUALS

DVDS

F DVD ALON
Along came a spider
MONTROSE

F DVD ALVI
Alvin and the Chipmunks : the squeakquel
MONTROSE

F DVD BUTC
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
MONTROSE

F DVD DARK
Darkman trilogy
MONTROSE

F DVD ELIZ
Elizabeth
MONTROSE

F DVD FUGI
The fugitive
MONTROSE

F DVD GARD
Garden State
MONTROSE
Ghost
*MONTROSE*

Groundhog Day
*MONTROSE*

Jaws
*MONTROSE*

The matrix revolutions
*MONTROSE*

Midway
*MONTROSE*

My cousin Vinny
*MONTROSE*

Olive Kitteridge
*MONTROSE*

Patton
*MONTROSE*

The Shawshank redemption
*MONTROSE*

Smokey and the Bandit
*MONTROSE*

Terminator. 2 Judgment day
*MONTROSE*

Terminator. 3 Rise of the machines
*MONTROSE*

Turner & Hooch
*MONTROSE*

F DVD WILL
Willy Wonka & the chocolate factory

**DVDS FOR CHILDREN**

j DVD 599.789 PAND
Pandas in the wild : a rare, up-close look at their secret lives

J DVD YOU'V
You’ve got a friend

**CDBOOKS**

F CDBOOK JOHN
Johnson, Craig
Next to last stand
*FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA*

F CDBOOK ROBE
Roberts, Nora
The awakening
*FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA*

F CDBOOK ZIGM
Zigman, Laura
Separation anxiety : a novel
*FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA*

**MEMORIAL ITEMS**

**Michelle P. Hawley**  
*Given by Nancy Houck*

745.5 CHAP
Chapman, Debbie
Low-mess crafts for kids : 72 projects to create your own magical worlds
*MONTROSE*

**William H. LaRue, Jr.**  
*Given by Amy & Paul Johnson*

q JE WRIG
Wright, Maureen
Share, big bear, share!
*MONTROSE*

q JE WRIG
Wright, Maureen
Sleep, Big Bear, sleep!
*MONTROSE*
q JE WRIG
Wright, Maureen
Sneeze, Big Bear, sneeze!
MONTROSE

Sandra Lathrop
Given by Duane and Jane Jerauld.

F SAUN
Saunders, Kate
Laetitia Rodd and the case of the wandering scholar
MONTROSE

Genevieve Leet
Given by Diana and Bernie Hurlburt

JE HIGG
Higgins, Ryan T.
We will rock our classmates
SUSQUEHANNA

q JE PARS
Parsley, Elise
If you ever want to bring a circus to the library, don’t!
SUSQUEHANNA

q JE SAGE
Sager Weinstein, Jacob
Lyric McKerrigan, secret librarian
SUSQUEHANNA

j 641.8654 AMER
American Girl holiday baking
SUSQUEHANNA

J TELG
Telgemeier, Raina
Kristy's great idea
SUSQUEHANNA

J TELG
Telgemeier, Raina
The truth about Stacey
SUSQUEHANNA

J TELG
Telgemeier, Raina.
Mary Anne saves the day
SUSQUEHANNA

Joe Welden
Given by Hill Country Artists.
q 704.9 SHIP
Shipton, Alyn
The art of jazz : a visual history
*MONTROSE*

759 GREA
Great paintings : the world's masterpieces explored and explained
*MONTROSE*

q 770.9 SZAR
Szarkowski, John.
Looking at photographs : 100 pictures from the collection of the Museum of Modern Art
*MONTROSE*

**Joe Welden**
*Given by Virginia John.*

q 702.81 STOU
Stout, Roxanne Evans
Storytelling with collage : techniques for layering color & texture
*MONTROSE*

q 709.04 MUSE
Museum of Modern Art MoMA now : highlights from the Museum of Modern Art
*MONTROSE*